Nadia Collection

Nadia Collection
With its smooth curves and natural
elements, the Nadia Collection is inspired
by the peacefulness of nature and the
soul of Spanish design. Nadia offers a
range of seating and table options that
bring warmth and a residential aesthetic
to any space.

Crafted Meets Contemporary
Classic woodworking combines with modern
innovation in the unique details of the Nadia
Collection. The range of materials, finishes, and
upholstery options allow Nadia to compliment
any environment and offers high design at an
attainable price point.

A Seat for Any Space
Whether used for dining, meeting, lounge or
collaboration spaces, there is a Nadia seat for
any need. Utilize the wider seat of the Guest
Chair for a more embracing sit, or opt for the
traditional shape of the Dining Chair for a higher
seat back. Take the conversation to new heights
with the counter and barstool options, rounding
out an assortment of seating choices that exude
character and charm.

Finish the Look
Available in distinct wood stain finishes, Nadia
can easily go from light and bright to dark and
moody. Whatever vibe your space requires, you’ll
find the right finish to complete the look.

Stained Beech Wood Frame and Seat Options

Natural

Walnut

Guest Chair

Bare

Sand

Dining Chair

Black

Counter Stool

Barstool

Gather Around
The same clean profile and timeless design of
the Nadia seating collection is also available in a
simple, understated table collection. Constructed
of solid beech and finished with a knife edge
detail, Nadia tables are as functional as they are
beautiful, and are available in both meeting and
bar heights.
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Meet the Family
Nadia’s range of tables, chairs, and finish options make it a versatile collection that can easily adapt to any
space. Find your perfect match from the full assortment below.
For the most up-to-date product information, please visit hightoweraccess.com.

MODELS:

Guest Chair

Dining Stacker Chair

Guest Wood Chair

Dining Wood Chair

Counter Stool

Barstool

Meeting Table

Bar Table

Bai Chair
Sled Base
4-Leg Base

Dry Café Table Square
Small/Large
Counter Height
Bar Height

Dry Meeting Table
Single
Double
Triple

PLAYS WELL WITH:

Alo Dining Chair

This product has one or more sustainable attributes. Refer to hightoweraccess.com/sustainability for more information.
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